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We consider the semilinear parabolic system 
P) 
u,-Au=vp 
v,-Au=@, 
where XE [WN (N> l), I > 0, and p, r~ are positive real numbers. At t=O, 
nonnegative, continuous, and bounded initial values (us(x), t+,(x)) are prescribed. 
The corresponding Cauchy problem then has a nonnegative classical and bounded 
solution (u( t, x), v(f, x)) in some strip S,= [0, T) x IXgN, O< TS co. Set 
T* = sup {T> 0 : U, u remain bounded in S,}. We show in this paper that if 
0 <p9 < 1, then T* = + co, so that solutions can be continued for all positive times. 
When p9 > 1 and (y + 1 )/(pq - 1) k N/2 with y = max {p, 9}, one has T* < + cc for 
every nontrivial solution (a, 0). T* is then called the blow up time of the solution 
under consideration. Finally, if (y + l)(pq - 1) <N/2 both situations coexist, since 
some nontrivial solutions remain bounded in any strip S, while others exhibit 
finite blow up times. % 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with the following initial value problem 
u,-Au=vP; t>O,xEkP 
o,-Av=uy; t>O,xEw, 
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(l.la) 
(l.lb) 
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where N> 1, p>O, q>O and 
40, x) = uo(xh XERN (1.2a) 
40, x) = uo(x), XEIRN (1.2b) 
at t = 0. We shall assume henceforth that both z+,(x) and u,,(x) are 
nonnegative, continuous, and bounded functions. 
Equations ( 1.1) provide a simple example of a reactiondiffusion system. 
They can be used as a model to describe heat propagation in a two-compo- 
nent combustible mixture. In this case u and u represent he temperatures 
of the interacting components, thermal conductivity is supposed constant 
and equal for both substances, and a volume energy release given by some 
powers of u and u is assumed. 
As recalled in Section 2 below, problem (l.l), (1.2) has a nonnegative 
classical solution in some strip S,= [0, T) x [WN. By this we mean a pair of 
nonnegative C 1,2 functions ( ( u t, x), u( t, x)) such that they satisfy (1.1 ), (1.2) 
in S, and remain bounded in any strip S, with z < T. From now on, these 
will be referred to as solutions, for short. They will be often denoted in the 
abridged way (u(t), u(t)). Uniqueness is in general an open question; see 
however Remark 2.2 in Section 2. 
Our goal here is to gain insight into the question of when and how does 
system (1.1) (1.2) generate instabilities. More precisely, for a given 
solution (u(t), u(t)) we define 
T*= T*(u, u)=sup {T>O: (u(t), u(t))areboundedinS,and 
satisfy (l.l), (1.2) there}. (1.3) 
Our concern is then to discuss the cases T* = + co and T* < + co in terms 
ofp, 4, N uo, and uo. Note that if T* = + co solutions are global, since by 
standard parabolic estimates (cf. for instance [Fr]) u(t) and u(t) can then 
be continued for all times t > 0. On the other hand, if T* < + co one has 
lim sup 11 u(t)11 o. = + cc or lim sup IIu(t)ll,= +co (1.4) 
f-7.’ t-7-* 
since otherwise solutions could be extended beyond T*. When (1.4) holds 
we say that the solution under consideration blows up in finite time. We 
should point out that the question of continuation of solutions beyond a 
blow up time is left open here. We refer to [BC] and [L2] for recent work 
on this problem in the case case of scalar versions of (1.1). 
It is easy to see that, under suitable assumptions on p and q, (1.1) has 
explicit solutions that blow up in finite time. For instance, if pq > 1, the 
functions 
zi(t; T)=A(T- t)-“, iT(t; T)=B(T- t)-p, (1.5) 
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where 
&t?L 9+1 
PC?-- 1’ 
fi=------ 
P4- 1’ 
A-l = u/j*, B/3 = AY, 
and T > 0 is arbitrary; 
solve (1.1) and are such that lim,,.ti(t; T)=lim,,.ti(t; T)= +a~. 
Our first result here shows that assumption pq > 1 in the example above 
is indeed necessary for blow up. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that 0 <pq< 1. Let (u(t), u(t)) be a solution of 
(l.l), (1.2) and let T* = T*(u, v) be the quantity defined in (1.3). Then 
T* = + co, and every solution is global. 
When pq > 1, both situations (T* = + co and T* < + co) are possible. 
We next describe a range of parameters determining blow up. Set 
Then there holds 
y=max {p,q}. (1.6) 
THEOREM 2. Let pq > 1, and assume that 
y+l N 
pq-1q (1.7) 
where y is given in (1.6). Then every nontrivial solution (u(t), u(t)) of (1.1) 
blows up in a finite time T* = T*(u, v). Moreover 
lim sup IIu(t)ll, = lim sup IIv(t)ll, = + co. 
r+T’ r--t T’ 
Let us remark briefly on those results. If p = q, and u0 = va, (1.1 ), (1.2) 
reduce to a scalar Cauchy problem, namely 
u,-Au=u*; t>O,XERN (1.8) 
40, x) = u,(x); XERN. (1.9) 
Problem (1.8), (1.9) has been extensively dealt with in recent years (cf., 
for instance, [Fu, KST, B, AW, Wl, W2, W3, Ll, FrM, GK, K, AE]). It is an 
easy matter to see that solutions are global if p < 1. On the other hand, it 
is known that every nontrivial solution blows up if 1 <p < 1+2/N [Fu, 
KST, AW]. These are precisely the conditions obtained in Theorems 1 and 
2 under the assumption p = q = y. When p > 1 + 2/N, it is known that solu- 
tions of (1.8), (1.9) either are global or blow up in finite time, depending 
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on the size of u0 [Fu, Wl, W23. A similar alternative holds true for (l.l), 
(1.2) when pq > 1 and (1.7) fails. For instance, concerning global existence 
of bounded solutions we have 
THEOREM 3. Assume that pq > 1 and (y + 1 )/(pq - 1) < N/2, where y = 
max{p, q}. Suppose also that u,(x)EL”(FP) nL"'(W), u,(x)~L~(R~)n 
L"*(RN) with al= (NP)((pq - 1 )/(q + 1 )h a2 = (NP)((pq - 1 )/(P + 1)). 
Then there exists E > 0 such that if I/ u0 jldl, + 11 u0 llaZ d E every solution of 
(1.1) (1.2) is global, andfor any T>O 
II u(t)ll cc + II 4t)ll m 6 c < + cc 
for some C = C(T) > 0. 
As for blow up, there holds 
in S, 
THEOREM 4. Assume that pq > 1 and (y + 1 )/(pq - 1) < N/2, where 
y = max {p, q}. Suppose also that 
(1.10) 
for some c1> 0 and some constant C > 0 large enough. Then every solution of 
(l.l), (1.2) has a finite blow up time T* and 
lim sup II u(t)ll m = ,ty, sup II o(t)ll, = + co. t-7-* 
The same conclusion holds tf (1.10) is replaced by a similar lower bound 
for vO. 
Let us now mention some related work. System (l.l), (1.2) in bounded 
domains has been analyzed by several authors. For instance, in [GKSl, 
GKS2] various (local and global) existence results were discussed. When 
N = 1, a single point blow up was then obtained in [FrG]. The form of 
blow up for more general systems has been recently considered in [FM]. 
Reference [GK2] also contains some results for (1.1) in unbounded 
domains. Let us point out that, in view of these references, no natural 
threshold on the space dimension N appears for blow up when solutions of 
(1.1) are considered in bounded domains. 
We conclude this Introduction by describing the plan of the paper. Some 
preliminary results, including existence for (l.l), (1.2), are gathered in 
Section 2. Theorems 1 and 3 are then proved in Section 3, whereas blow up 
Theorems 2 and 4 make up the content of Section 4. 
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2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We begin by recalling some notation. For t > 0 and x E RN set 
G(t, x)= (4nt)PN’2 exp -$ . 
( > 
Let w,,(x) be an arbitrary function in L~,,(R”‘) such that 1 wO(x)l < Ae’ ‘-“2 
when 1 x I>> 0 for some A > 0 and tl > 0. We shall write 
s(t) wok) = (G(t, .I * w,)(x), 
where * is the convolution in the space variable. S(t) w,, is then the unique 
solution of w, - Aw = 0 in the strip [0, 1/4a) x RN such that w(t, x) + wO(x) 
in L:,,(kP) as t + 0. 
Our first result here is the following. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let p>O, q>O and assume that z+,(x) and Q(X) are 
nonnegative, continuous, and bounded. Then there exists T such that 
0 < T< + co, and two functions u(t, x) and o(t, x) such that (u, u) is a 
nonnegative and bounded classical solution of (l.l), (1.2) in S,. 
Proof: Let us consider the related system 
u,-Au= IuIp--l u; t>O,xERN 
u,-Au= 1~41~~~ u; t>O,xGRN 
as well as the associated integral system 
u(t)=S(t)u,+ ‘S(t-s)lv(s)lP%(s)ds s 0 
v(t)=S(t)uo+ ‘S(t-s)lu(s)l”-‘u(s)ds. s 0 
(2.la) 
(2.lb) 
(2.2a) 
(2.2b) 
We shall proceed in several steps. 
(1) Assume first that p > 1 and q > 1. Then there exists a unique 
nonnegative and bounded solution of (2.2) (1.2) in some strip 
S,, 0 < T< + co. This can be seen by means of a standard fixed point 
argument as follows. Define 
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where 
~,(u)=S(f)~~+~‘S(f-~)(u(~)~~-~u(~)ds 
0 
Q*(u)= S(t) o,+ j-’ S(r-s)l u(s)l”-’ u(s) ds 
0 
and for arbitrary T>O, consider the set 
E,= {(u, 0) : t-0, Tl + L”(W) x L”(RN) : 1 Il(u, u)ll I < + co}, 
where 
III(~9~NlI= sup ~Il~~~~ll,+II~~~~ll,~. 
fE co. r1 
Then E, is a Banach space, and P,= {(u, u)eET: u>O,u>O} is a closed 
subset of E,. Let B,= {(u, V)E E,: I Il(u, u)ll 1 CR}. If R is large enough 
and T > 0 is small enough, one easily sees that $ is a strict contraction of 
B, n E, into itself, whence the result, 
(2) If at least one of the exponents p, q is less than one, existence can 
be shown by adapting a related argument in [AE]. For convenience, we 
shall sketch here how to deal with the situation where 0 <p < 1, q 2 1, and 
leave the general case to the reader. Let {g,} be a sequence of globally 
Lipschitz functions such that, for any fixed n 
g,(r) = 0 
g, is nondecreasing, 
if r < 0, g,(r) = rp if r > 1/2n, 
I g,(rl) -gnk2)l G c, I rl - r2 I for any r I 2 0 and r2 >, 0. 
Consider now the approximating problems 
24, - Au = g,(u); t>O,xEw 
u,-Au= lulq-h4; l>O,XEW. 
40) = %I, u(0) = u. + l/n. 
(2.3) 
Arguing as in Step 1, we obtain a unique nonegative and bounded solution 
(u,(t), u,(t)) to the integral system associated to (2.3) in some strip S,. 
Furthermore, there holds 
u,(t) d %l(t), u,(t) G u,(t) if n2m. 
Therefore, the sequences (u,(t) > and {u,(t)} are nonincreasing and 
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bounded below. Letting then n + cc, the conclussion corresponding to 
Part (1) also follows in this case. 
(3) To complete the proof of the Theorem, let (u(t, x), u(t, x)) be the 
nonnegative and bounded solution of (2.2), (1.2) that has been obtained in 
some strip S,. By (2.2), u(t, x) and v(t, x) are both continuous in S,. 
Moreover, by considering the difference quotients (l/h) { u( t, x + h) - 
u(t, x)} when h + 0, one easily sees that ~,(t, x) is locally bounded in 
[t, T) x RN for any z such that 0 < r < T. Then VP and uq are locally Holder 
continuous functions in space. It then follows from the representation 
formula (2.2) (cf. for instance [E, p. 171) that u and u are classical 
solutions of (l.l), (1.2) in S,. 1 
Remark 2.2. As noted in the proof of Theorem 2.1, solutions are unique 
when p > 1 and q 2 1. If this assumption is dropped, the result is false in 
general. For instance, when pq < 1, one has that functions 
ui(t) = Cl tZ with cc=(p+ l)/(l -pq), 
ciepq = (1 -pq)p+l (p + 1))’ (q + l)-p; (2.4a) 
z4*(t)=c2tD with /3=(q+ l)/(l -pq), c2/J=c~, (2.4b) 
solve (1.1) and are such that u,(O) = u*(O) = 0. We shall discuss uniqueness 
elsewhere, since it is not relevant for the main issues addressed here. 
Remark 2.3. Theorem 2.1 is by no means the more general existence 
result. For instance, if one considers as in [AE] the weighted spaces 
Ep={f:IWN+[W:p(x)f(x)~L”([WN)} withp(x)=exp(-alx12)forsome 
0: > 0, a fixed point argument similar to the previous one can be established 
in EP,== {(u, v) : CO, T) -+ Ep x Ep : I II (u, o)ll I 1 < +a }, where I II (u, u)ll I 1 = 
suptc ,o,Tj {II pu I( o. + II pv II ,}, provided that T> 0 is suitably chosen. 
We shall later require the following auxiliary tool. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let (uO, u,,) f (0, 0), and let (u(t), u(t)) be a solution of 
(l.l), (1.2). Then there exist 5 = z(u,, u,,) > 0 and constants c> 0, CI > 0 such 
that 
u(z)bcexp(-a lx12), v(r)>cexp(-cllx12). (2.5) 
Proof: Assume for instance that u0 + 0. By shifting the origin if 
necessary, we may assume that there exists R >O such that 
v = inf {u,(r) : I < I < R} > 0. Since u(t) 2 S(t) u,,, there holds 
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and defining u(t) = u(t + r,,) for some z0 > 0, we obtain 
u(O)=u(r,)>cexp(-a Ix]‘) 
with 
1 
a=-, 
2% 
c = v(4nr)-“2 I exp (2.6) IYI <R 
To obtain the corresponding result for u(t), we note that, if q 2 1, Jensen 
inequality yields 
u(t)> j’S(t-s)(S(s)u,,)~ds 
0 
whence 
a(t) 2 t(S(t) uo)ql 
whereas, if q < 1 
(2.7) 
and 
u(t)> G(t) u;. (2.8) 
From (2.7) and (2.8), the second estimate in (2.5) holds, with perhaps a dif- 
ferent choice of a and c than the previously made in (2.6). This concludes 
the proof. 1 
We end this section by pointing out a result which complements 
Remark 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.5. Assume that pq> 1. Then the only solution of (l.l), (1.2) 
with u. = u. = 0 is the trivial one, i.e., u(t) = 0, u(t) z 0. 
Proof: The result is straightforward if p > 1 and q 2 1. Assume, for 
instance, that 0 <p < 1. Setting then u. = a0 = 0 in (2.2) and using Holder 
and Jensen inequalities we obtain 
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u(t)<j’S(r-s)[j”S(s-S)uq(S)dS]Ids 
0 0 
<j;(S(t-s)j~S(~-+~(~)d~)‘ds 
whence 
u(r)= j’S(r-s)u”(s)dsi j’sqS(r-s)(u(s))Pqds 
0 0 
s f 6 tq S(t - s) Use ds. 0 
Therefore, in any strip S, in which u is defined, it follows that 0 < u < ti, 
where 0 solves 
6, = AV + kVPq in S,, V(O) = 0 
with some k > 0. By standard results (of, for instance, [AW] ), one then has 
V = 0, whence u = 0, and this in turn implies u 5 0. This concludes the proof, 
since T > 0 is arbitrary. 
3. BOUNDEDNESS AND GLOBAL EXISTENCE 
3.1. The Proof of Theorem 1 
In this paragraph we shall suppose that pq < 1, so that we certainly have 
p < 1 or q < 1. Let us assume for definiteness that p < 1. Then the following 
results holds 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (u(t), u(t)) be a solution of (l.l), (1.2) in some strip 
S,= [0, T) x RN, 0 < T< + co. Then the fun&on 
w( t, x) = w(t) = u(t) + S(t) up (3.1) 
satisfies the differential inequality 
w, - Aw < 2q(1 -p’( 1 + t)” +vpq in S,. (3.2) 
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Proof: Using (2.2), we note that u(t) satisfies the integral equation 
u(t) = S(t) 240 -I- ps(t-s)@(s) uo+F’ qs-()uy<)d(-)Pds. (3.3) 
0 0 
Recalling that p < 1, we may use Jensen and Holder inequalities in (3.3) as 
in the proof of Lemma 2.5 to obtain 
<S(r)~,+r’-~ 
i 
tS(t)z~~+t t!?(t-[)u’(<)d< I > 
P 
0 
so that 
u(t) =G S(l) %I + cup < (1 i- t)(S( t) uo + u”) 
,<2’-~-P(1+f)((S(t)Uo)“~+U)P 
and finally 
u(t) < 2’ -“( 1 + tf(Ls(t) up + 27)“. 
Back to (1 .l ), this implies 
u, - du < 29(l -q 1 f t)” (S(t) up + Y)PB 
and noting that 
w,-dw=u,--du in S, 
(3.4) 
the result folilows. 1 
To conclude the proof of the Theorem, it suffices to remark that, since 
pq < 1, wPq d 1 + w and therefore, by (3.2) 
w-‘4w~2~“-qf +t)4 (1 +w) in S, 
w(0) = u() + up. 
By standard comparison results (cf. [AW, Fr]), it follows that w can be 
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extended to S= [0, co) x UP”‘, and so does u(t), since 0 < u(t) < w(t). Then 
u(t) can also be continued for any time, and the proof is complete. 
3.2. The Proof of Theorem 3 
In showing this result the basic idea consists in deriving Gronwall-type 
inequalities for (1 u(t) I( o. and 11 u( t)ll oD in their existence interval. By 
standard results, solutions can then be continued to any strip S, with 
T> 0, and remain bounded in S, with bounds depending on T. However, 
to carry this plan out, we are compelled to resort to some technicalities. 
Namely, we have to prove first that some suitable norms II u(t)ll,, and 
(I u(t)ll,, with s, > 1, s2 > 1 remain locally bounded in S= [0, co) x RN, and 
derive then the L”-bounds from this fact. To this end, we may assume 
without loss of generality that p d 4. We then show. 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume that pq > 1, p < q and (q + l)/(pq - 1) d N/2. 
Assume also that there exists r, > 1 and r2 2 1 such that 
u,(x)EL"(IW~)~L"([W~), uO(~)~Lm(RN)nLr*(RN). 
Let (u(t), u(t)) be a solution of (l.l), (1.2) in some strip S,. Then there 
exists T, < min { T, 1) such that 
u(t, x) E L”( [0, T,] : L”(RN) n LS1(RN)), 
o(t, x) E L”( [0, T,] : L”(@‘) n LS2(RN)) 
(3.5) 
for any s1 and s2 satisfying 
1 P 2 ->-----,sl>max 
N 32 32 
(3.6) 
Proof: By (2.2) and Jensen inequality, one has for t < T 
u(t) = s(t) uo + j%(t-s)[S(s)u,+J’S(s-T)u+)dT ‘ds 
0 0 1 
<S(t)uo+2q-1 j’S(t-s)S(s)u;ds 
0 
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whence 
u(l)4S(f)vo+2~-~fS(f)~~+~t’j’S(f-s)(v(s))~~ds. (3.7) 
4 0 
Let z(t, x) be the nonegative solution of 
z,-~z2czP’I, 
4 
z(O)=u,+24-‘24;. 
(3.8) 
By our integrability assumptions on u. and vo, one has that z(0) E 
L”(R”‘) n LS2(R”). Therefore, by standard results z(t, x) E L”( [0, T*) : 
L”(W’) n LS2(lP’)) in the strip S,. for some T* > 0. On the other hand, 
by comparison 
o<o<z in ST,, (3.9) 
where T, < min{ 1, T, T*}, and the sought-for result for u follows. As to U, 
we recall the well-known Young inequality 
IIf*gll8G Ilfll. II Al” (3.10) 
that holds for any f E L”( RN), g E L”( RN) and 8, p, v such that 1~ 8, p, 
v d + co and 1 + l/0 = l/p + l/v. Taking s,-norms in (2.2a), one obtains 
II u(t)ll,, G II s(t) uo lls, + j; II W-s) * up(s)IIs, A
and, since 
il’ IIG(t-s) *g(s)lls, d&j; (t-~)-(~‘~)(~‘~~--‘~‘) 11 g(s ll.z,,ds, (3.11) 
where s2 2p and ps, 2 s2, we arrive at 
If in addition (N/2)(p/s, - l/s,) < 1, it follows that II ells, is bounded for 
t < T,, and the proof is complete. 1 
Theorem 3 is now a consequence of our next result. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let p < q, pq > 1, (q + 1 )/( pq - 1) < N/2, and assume that 
u,,, vO are nonnegative, bounded, and satisfy 
q)(x) E L”‘( RN), UJX) E LUZ( RN), 
(3.12) 
, and (/I uO 11 c(, + 11 uO II .,) is small enough. 
Then every nonnegative classical solution (u(t), v(t)) of (1.1 ), (1.2) is such 
that 
u(t, X)E LZC([O, co) : L”(W)n La’(w)), 
v(t, X)ELZC([O, co) : L”(RN)nLflZ(RN)) 
for some fil > 1 and fi2 > 1. 
Proof Let E > 0 and 6 > 0 be such that 
2(q+l)u+4<1 
NM-1) ’ 
q+l 
q(p+ 1) 
<6<(4+ l)(l +E) 
q(p+l) . 
We shall use Lemma 3.2 with 
al = rl, 
u2 = r2, 
(3.13a) 
(3.13b) 
(3.13c) 
(3.13d) 
It is easy to check that conditions (3.6) are satisfied, so that (3.5) holds 
true. Using now (3.10) and (3.11), it follows that for t < T, d 1 
II4t)ll,,G IIs d,,+~; (t--S)pB’ IIWl,qds, (3.14a) 
IIv(t)ll,,~ IIs t.oll.s2+j-~ (t-s)-6’ lI~(s)llf, ds, (3.14b) 
where 
6,+ q-t ) ( > 2 d2’Z f-L , ( > 1 s2 
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Note that, by (3.13~) 
By (3.14) and (3.10) we have 
~ct-W/2W-l/~~) II~~ I , 
+cj+- 6s-w2)(L--/~ifP /Iuol/P & r2 
(3.15) 
where 
and c>O (3.16) 
We next multiply both sides in the inequality above by tY with 
y = ( 1 - S)(p + 1 )/(pq - 1). Since yq < 1, this yields 
+cty s :(t--S)-dS(N’*)(l-l’&‘)p IIu,I ,qds 
-f- ct’ j;(t-sy(j+)-%-y7~ l, (7)ll~,)q~7)p~ 
<cC(tai Il~oIlr,+taz ll~,II~2+t”3 sup (zY ll4’rNl3,m, (3.17) 
7 E co, I) 
where 
cq=y-; 1-L, ( i 1,=y+l-6-; 1-i p, Yl ( > El (3.18) 
cr,=y+l-6+(1-6-yq)p. 
It now follows from (3.16) that 
(3.19) a1=a2=a3=0. 
190 
We now define 
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f(t) = ,syf,) (7’ II 4z)llp,). 
Taking into account (3.19), (3.17) reads 
f(t) G 4 II uo II I, + II 00 II F2 +f(t)““). 
Arguing as in [W2, p. 381, it then follows that f(t) remains bounded for 
all times t > 0 provided that ]I u. I] I, and 11 u. ]I r2 are small enough. Namely, 
if c( I] u. II ,, + I] u. I/ F2) Q CI < + 00 and 2P4caPq- ’ < 1, then f(t) < 2u for all 
t > 0. This shows that 11 u( t)l18, < + 00 for arbitrary t > 0. 
As a matter of fact, we have derived the stronger estimate 
$1 -S)(p+ IMP- 1) II dt)ll., < + cc for any t > 0. (3.20) 
One obtains in a similar way 
t(‘-m?+lY(Pq--l) /IU(t)lls,< +rn for any t>O (3.21) 
provided that (I] u. I/ F, + II u. ]I .,) is small enough. 
While (3.20), (3.21) have some interest of their own, our main goal lies 
in obtaining suitable L”-estimates. To this end we write 
with 8 > max { 1, p} and x = Np/28. We first take 9 = s2. Then, if 
x<l (3.23) 
the proof is concluded. This is certainly the case if N < 2, so that we only 
need to deal with the situation where N > 2. Using Holder and Young 
inequalities, we obtain 
II 4t)ll ol< I~S(~)U,~~.~+~; (t--S)-(N’2)(p’s2)~1’u’) IIu(s)ll,qds 
IIu(t)ll.,s /IS(t)uo~~,,+~~(t-s)-‘N’2”q’~‘--’a*) l/u(s)ll:,ds, 
where or, g2 are such that (N/2)(p/s, - l/o,) < 1, (N/2)(q/s, - l/a*) < 1. 
For instance, set 
1 P 2 
a,=---+&? ~2 N 
(3.24) 
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for some E > 0 small enough. Then 
k--&+,-,, ~-~=(~(1-3)-E) (1 +rJ) 
so that, if E < 2( 1 - S)/N, one certainly has pi > si, c2 > s2 and 
u(t) E .q$(CO, =)I : L”‘(@Y), 4t)EL;JCo, a) : L”vw), 
where 
1 1 w-m= 
01 
dl 
Since pq > 1, one readily sees that after a finite number of steps (3.23) 
holds. The corresponding result for o(t) is similarly obtained. 1 
4. BLOW UP RESULTS 
Throughout this section we shall assume p d q for definiteness, 
4.1. The Proof of Theorem 2 
To show this result, we take up the classical approach in [Fu, AW, W2] 
for the scalar case, Namely we first obtain some estimates for solutions 
(u(t), o(t)) under the hypotheses: (i) pq > 1 and (ii) II u(r)ll,, II u(t)l/, 
remain bounded in any strip ST. We then assume (q + 1 )/(pq - 1) G N/2 
and derive a lower bound for nontrivial solutions that turns out to be 
incompatible with the previous bounds. To do so, we start by 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume that 1 <p<q andpq> 1, and let (u(t), v(t)) be the 
solution of (l.l), (1.2) in some strip ST with 0 < T< + co. Assume also that 
u(t) and v(t) are bounded in S,. Then [here exists a constant C, depending 
on p and q but not on u,,, yO, nor T, such that 
t(‘+ ‘Mpq-‘) II S(t) uo II m 2s c for any 1 E [O, T). (4.1) 
ProoJ: The result is trivially true if u0 z 0. If u0 f 0, arguing as in 
Lemma 2.4 one has 
u(t) 3 t(S(t) UOY. (4.2 1 
We now substitute (4.2) in (2.2b), drop the first term on the right there, 
and use Jensen inequality to obtain 
v(~)~j-~S(t-s)(s(S(s)v,)~)~ds~~~s~(S(r)~,)~~ds 
505/89/i-13 
which yields 
~~u~i~g (4.4) into (Z.Zb) we obtain in turn 
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We next note that for any positive integers k and j, the following equalities 
hold 
1 +pq+ . . . +(pq)k-l=(;):;l, 
j+tj- l)pq+ . . . +2(pq)j-2+(pq)j-1=pq 
(Pq)‘- 1 _- 
(P9- II2 Pi- 1’ 
c&i- l)pc?+ . . . + 2(pq)‘-2+ (pq)‘-’ =pq 
(P4)‘- 1 Pqj -- 
(Pq- I)* pq- 1’ 
Now set 
Then (4.7a) can be written as 
x{(&)“‘7 1 +;+a2)8”...( 1 +J+ .f . +pJ} 
whence 
A,= (4.8) 
As for B, defined in (4.7b), we note that since (q + l)( 1 + /? + . . . + b’) > 1, 
for any integer j> 1 
( 1 8’ - ‘IP 1 P’ - VP B,> (4+ l)(p+ 1) ) ( (4+ l)(p+ 1x1 +B) ) 
( 
1 
> 
DIP 
. . . 
(q+ l)(p+ l)(l +p+ ..’ +fi”-2) 
and therefore 
B, 2 1 
(4+ l)(p+ 1) > 
Substitution of (4.8) and (4.9) into (4.6) yields 
(4.9) 
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1 (-1 
(‘+‘/P’(Bk-‘MB-” 
v(t) 3 (S(f) vo)Bk tc4+ ‘W- ‘MB- 1’ 
q+l 
whence 
t(4+‘)(~k~“IP~(P~“(~(t) vo) 
<(4+1) (1 + ‘/PW- ‘MkU- 1’ .(p+ 1) (IlP)(& l)l@Y- 1) 
Since 11 u(t)ll, < +a~ for any TV [0, T), letting k-+ cc in (4.10) and 
recalling that /? =pq, we finally arrive at 
t(q+‘)‘(pq--l’IIS(f)UgIIca~C< +oo 
for some constant C that only depends on p and q. [ 
We next state the analogue of Lemma 4.1 when 0 <p < 1. 
LEMMA 4.2. Assume that p < 1 < q and pq > 1, and let u(t), u(t), and T 
be as in Lemma 4.1. Then there exists a finite positive constant C, depending 
on p and q but not on uO, vO, nor T, such that 
t(q+l’p’(pq-” lls(t)V,PII <c for any t E [0, T). (4.11) 
Proof: Arguing as in Lemma 2.4 one has in this case 
u(t) 2 G(t) vo”. 
We may then repeat the steps in the proof of Lemma 4.1 to obtain 
u(t) 3 4c&(S(t) q,) P (l/P)(P4)~t(q+‘)(‘+P4+ “. +(Pqf-‘) 9 
where Ak, B, are as in (4.7), and k is any positive integer larger than one. 
From this we deduce as before that 
t(“+‘)P’(Pq-‘)IIS(t)ugPII~C+00 
for some C = C(p, q) > 0. 1 
There also holds 
LEMMA 4.3. Assume that p < q andpq > 1, and let (u(t), u(t)) be a global 
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solution of (l.l), (1.2). Then there exists a positive constant C, depending 
only on p and q, such that for any t > 0 
t(q+‘)‘(pq--l) IIS(t)v(t)ll,<C< +co if p>l (4.12) 
t(q+‘)p’(pq--)IIS(t)v(t)pIIcc~C<+GO lj- p<l. (4.13) 
Prooj Note that, for any t 9 0 fixed, and t 3 0 
s 
I+T 
v(t + T) = S(t + z) vo + S( t + T - s) uq(s) ds = S(t) v(z) 
0 
and a similar fact holds true for U. We can therefore replace v. in (4.1) 
(resp. (4.11)) by V(T) and those estimates till hold true. Setting t = r, the 
conclusion follows. 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that 
ALL>!! 
P4-1 2 
and P4>1. 
Then every nontrivial solution of (l.l), (1.2) blows up infinite time. 
Proof: We shall argue by contradiction. Assume thus that (4.14) holds, 
and that for some (u,, v,,)#(O, 0), (l.l), (1.2) has a solution which is 
bounded in any strip S,= [0, T) x RN. By Lemma 2.4, and after shifting if 
necessary the origin of times, we may assume 
vo(x)8cexp(-a 1x1’) forsomec>Oanda>O. (4.15) 
Note also that 
s(t)exp(--a ~x~*)=(l +4crt)-N’2 exp( -s). (4.16) 
Let us consider first the case O<p< 1. By (4.15), (4.16), there holds 
v(t)2S(t)uo2c(l+4at)-N~2 exp( -2). (4.17) 
Also 
u(t)2 ‘S(t-s)(v(~))~ds f 0 
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so that using first (4.17) and then (4.16) in the inequality above, one 
obtains 
s 
I 
u(t) 3 cp S(t-s) (1 +4ctS))Np’2 
0 ( 
exp( -E))ds 
=C p ;(1+40S)-N~‘2(l+&(t-S)) s 
~ N/2 
P” lx12 
1 + 4as + 4LYJ$ t - S) > 
ds 
=C p s ; (1+4rXs)- 
(N’2)(p-‘) (1 +4crs+4aJJ(t-s))N’* 
Pa lx12 
1+4as+4ap(t-s) > 
ds. 
We next remark that function g(s) = 1 + 4~s + 4ap(t - S) is such that 
g’(s) = 4a( 1 -p) > 0, so that g(s) <g(t) if s < t. Taking this into account, 
we obtain 
u(t)>cP(l +4~t))“~exp ( -ps) j; (1 +4as)-‘N/2”p-L) ds 
whence 
and finally 
u(t) 2 
441 - WP)(P - 1)) 
xexp(” ) 
(1 +4at)PN’2 
clp 1x1’ (4at)‘MV2)(~~‘). 
1+4at 
(4.18) 
We now substitute (4.18) into u(t) 2 sk S(t - s)(u(s))~ ds and use again 
(4.16) to obtain 
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cpq 
u(t)2 (4a(l -(N/2)(/I- 1))4 I 
r(1+4C1S))N4/z 
0 
x (4crs)4(‘p(w)(P--1)) S(t-$).q ( -ygff)ds 
Cpq 
= (4E(f - (NP)(P - l)jq s 
r(l +4,,)-W)(q-l) 
0 
.exp - 
( 
(WI l-d2 
1 + 4as + 4apq( t - s) > 
ds. 
Now f(s) = I+ 4cts + 4crqp( t- S) is such that f’(s) = 4a( 1 -pq) < 0, so that 
u(t) 2 
Cpq 
4a(f -(N/2)(/7- l)j4 
(1 + 4u.pqt)-N’2 exp( -pyJGrJ 
(NP)(q- 1) (4as)d’ - (N/~)(P- 1)) & (4.19) 
We shall denote henceforth by c any generic constant that depends only on 
p, q, and CC Note that if s > 1/4c( one has 4as > $( 1 + 4crs), and that 
(1 +4apqt)-N’2>(pq)-N’2(1 +4at)- , N’2 Hence, by (4.19) it follows that 
for t > 1/4cr 
u(t)>c(l+4at)-N’2 exp( -~~~~~)~~,~~(1+4as)“ds, 
where 
2 = 41 - WPMP - 1 )I - (NP)(q - 1). 
On the other hand, by (4.14) 
12-l 
whence 
u(t)>c(l+4at)-N’2 exp( -~~~~~~)~~,~~(1+4as)ldr 
and from this we obtain 
u(t)~C(l+4at))N’2 exp( -~J~~~)log(~) 
1 
whenever t> - 
4u (4.20) 
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Using again (4.16), it follows that for t > 1/4a 
=c(1+4at)- W~)P(~~~(!+%)) 
.exp - ( 
aP2q l-d2 
1+4apq(l +p) t > * 
In particular, setting x = 0, 
(1 + 4at)Np’2 q(t)(4t, O)JP 2 c 
( 
l+~a;~;~p)t)N!i(lo%(~)) 
Thus, if t > max { 1, 1/4a } 
tcq+ l)p’(pq- ‘)S(t)(u(t, 0))P 2 c ( (!+Ly) log 
and this implies that the left-hand side diverges as t + co, which contradicts 
(4.13). 
It remains to consider the case p 2 1. Then, arguing as before, we obtain 
instead of (4.20) 
u(t)>~(l+4apqt)~~” exp( -~~~~t)log(~) 
so that 
( 1+ 4crpqt) N’2 S(t) u(t) 
>clog(y)S(t)(exp( --rJGrt)) 
and therefore, for large enough t 
t(~+~)‘(~q--1)S(t)u(t,0)~tN’2S(t)u(t,0)~Clog 
which contradicts (4.12). 
(4.21) 
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We finally note that by (2.2) and Young inequality (3.10), whenever the 
blow up time T* is finite, both u(t) and u(t) must become unbounded at 
t = T*. This concludes the proof. 1 
4.2. The Proof of Theorem 4 
We shall assume now that p < q, (q + 1 )/( pq - 1) < N/2 and 
uo(x) 23 Ce-“‘“‘2 (4.22) 
for some 01s 0 and C > 0 large enough in a sense to be made precise later. 
We proceed by adapting the arguments in Section 4.1, and to begin with, 
we analyze first the case p < 1 < q. Using (2.2) as well as Holder and Jensen 
inequalities one obtains 
u(t) 2 S(t) uo + J zsP-lS(t-S) J ’ S(s -y) Use dy ds 0 0 
f s 
>S(t)u,+ 
JJ 
sP-‘S(t-y)u(y)““dyds 
0 0 
W(t)uo+ijr(t-y)“S(t-y)u(y)“dyds. 
PO 
As p < 1, we obtain 
u(t) > s(t) uo +f J; (tp-yp) s(t -y) u(y)p4 dy. (4.23) 
We shall iterate in (4.23) to obtain a suitable lower bound for u(t) much 
as we did in Section 4.1. To start with, by (4.22) there holds 
u(t,X)~S(t)u,~C(1+4at)-N’~ exp( -f$$) = I,( t, x). (4.24) 
Now set 
Set again p=pq. Substituting (4.24) into (4.23) yields 
u(t, x) a zo(t, x) + 4 J; (tp -~")S(t-y)(Zofz,)~(~)d~ 
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By induction, we obtain for any positive integer n 
u(t, -x) 3 i zj(t, x)v 
,=O 
where 
(4.25) 
whence 
Zj(l, x)= P./v (N/z)[p’+2pJ-2+ “‘+(/-l)/I+il 
@+l)(p’+p*+ “‘+/f+l) 
.(I +4at)-(N12)8'. exp( -g)*,, 
where 
u+(p+l))(p’-‘+ +)(p+l)(p’-‘+ . ..+/?+l) 
On the other hand, as p > 0 
(4.28) 
Now set 
We compute 
j- 1 
logE,= 1 b’-“-‘[log(/?- l)-log@+‘- l)] 
k=O 
=~og(p-l)$f-/.-j< ljj-k-LlOg(pk+l- 1) 
k-0 
>log(B- 1)$&l- jf’ /I-“-’ log(jPf’) 
k-0 
>log(/3-l)$+logpi~ (j-l)P’. 
/=O 
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Since 
j-l 
1 (j-oB'=#+) 
I=0 
we arrive at 
logE,B~(log (P- l)-BE) 
whence 
(4.29) 
It then follows from (4.27)-(4.29) that 
1 
b > 
VP- lV(B- 1) 
Zj(f, 0) 2 P’p- (N/2)(8(8’~I,lca~1,2, __ 
+l 
B-1 
( > 
W’ ~ 1MB ~ 1)
x B/P- ’ p+ l)(B’- 1)/(8- 1) 
1 
1 
( > 
VW- 1) = ~(1 +4crt)-N/2 cfi-(N/2w(8-1Y) - 
P+l 
b-1 
( > 
vu- 1) 
1 
pJ- 1 
B/P - l 
t(~+l)l(B-l)(l +4at)-N/2 
Fix now to > 0. We have thus obtained 
where /i = /i(p, q, N) > 0. If C > 0 is large enough so as to have 
c.n .t~+l)i(B-l)(l +4crto)pw2= 1, 
Then Zj(to, O)> C(l +41xt,)-~‘~, and the result follows from (4.25). 
If p > 1, computations leading to the previous estimates for Zj(r, x) are 
much the same. As a matter of fact, one proceeds as in Lemma 4.1, starting 
from the bound u(t) > s(t) u. to obtain a lower bound for u(t) via (l.lb), 
which in turn yields a lower bound for u(t) that is now the analogue to 
(4.11). The case where (4.22) is replaced by a corresponding lower bound 
for u. is similar, and we shall omit further details. Taking into account the 
observation at the end of Lemma 4.4, the proof is concluded. 1 
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